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Seaboard and some parts of the Lake region of COAHUILA, in old Mexico
however it is the Wampum Belts, Dress, Baskets, and Language stock that
are identical with the SENECA'S in New York. The Indians in Mexico call
themselves ATLANTES while in the state of New York they callçthemselves
SENECA 'S, which is not their true tribal name; (l)It is a Roman term,and
(2)It could have been given by George Washington who started the Free
Masons in this country and some Indian tr'ibes.(PEOPLE FOR THE STATE OF
NEW YQRK v. Boofrs, cy.c1;.N.Y.1981)
Not one of these people who claim to have been CLEOPATRIA or a citizen
of ATLANTIS in a prior life through dreams or visions can relate to what
is in this book or any other Ancient knowledge, so their dreams or visions
must have come from the romancing tales of the Producers of Hollywood
Movies. I'm not saying that you cannot have a spiritual experience
genetically of a prior life, only that when you have this experience
the Indian and its tribe is still foreign to you and you do not bring back
a media of a tribal denominator, which is impossible because it shows just
what is a tribe or a clan, and not what books say it is, and you would
relate to Indians who are true and not to the Ancient knowledge. In short,
you would know more about being an Indian then most or about 90% of Indians
on reservations.
I am_not a Prophet of Gloom, a Guru, or any one of those 'other' guys,
but a deseendant of the Ancients 'or alittle dumb Sioux boy for the plains
of South Dakota who has certain documentation, evidence, records, experienc
Ancient knowledge and is looking for other descendants of the Ancients who
are White, Blàck, Brown, Yellow, and Red to share and fellowship with, and
stater NOW IS THE TIME.
As stated:"to share and fellowship with" and not romance you into
believing and following the spiritual way of the Ancients. This you must
do by yourself ond understand it. For me to romance you, wouI_Ld_be violating
a heavy spiritual law. I do not believe in HOMILETICS such as christian

